
 

Nature Challenge 

#ConnectWithNature 

 

 
1) Go on a Spring walk. What can you see, hear and smell? Why not take some pictures 

of your favourite examples of nature in Spring? 

2) Make a nature crown! Collect leaves, flowers and twigs to make your very own crown 
of nature. 

3) Enjoy the rain—jump in some muddy puddles. 

4) Host an outdoor tea party for your family and toys. Make some invites and place 
cards. Why not use flowers as inspiration for your design? 

5) Plant a tree—Spring is a great time for this. Help a hand in the garden. Can you find 
any mini-beasts when you dig? Why not research them more and make a fact-file 
about some of your favourites? 

6) Mud faces on trees. All you need is some thick mud (or clay) and a variety of natural 
items for decorations (leaves, moss, small sticks, stones, acorns, rocks, etc.) and an 
accessible tree. Press a big hunk of mud/clay onto the tree trunk, smoothing the 
edges down onto the bark. Add a selection of leaves and moss for the hair or crown 
of the face. Add acorns or rocks for eyes and nose. Maybe a stick for a mouth. Get 
as creative as you want!   

7) Outdoor yoga. Relax in the peaceful outdoors and practice being mindful to relax. 

8) Go for an energetic run. Get the blood pumping and enjoy your local area on foot 
whilst getting in some of your daily exercise.  

9) Chase a rainbow. Is there really gold at the end of the rainbow? You’ll never know 
unless you find it. Enjoy a family walk to find the treasure.  

10) Fly a kite  

11) Press flowers. Flowers are popping up everywhere you look during the spring months! 
Take advantage of the abundance and preserve some for a cold rainy day. Collect 
flowers on a sunny day when they’re not wet or damp. Place the flowers between 
sheets of parchment or wax paper and lay a heavy book on top. Let the flowers dry 
for 7-10 days. Use the flowers for art decorations, cards, journals, luminaries or an-
ything your heart desires!  

12) Blow bubbles. Every child, and adult, loves blowing, catching and popping bubbles. A 
family favourite!  

13) Grass whistling. Did you know you can turn a single blade of grass into a whistle? 
Start by picking a thick and wide piece of grass. You might want to pick several 
blades of grass and experiment with different ones, since each one will whistle at a 
different pitch.  

 


